A phylogenetic network is a rooted acyclic digraph whose leaves are uniquely labeled with a set of taxa. The tree containment problem asks whether or not a phylogenetic network displays a phylogenetic tree over the same set of labeled leaves. It is a fundamental problem arising from validation of phylogenetic network models. The tree containment problem is NP-complete in general. To identify network classes on which the problem is polynomial time solvable, we introduce two classes of networks by generalizations of tree-child networks through vertex stability, namely nearly stable networks and genetically stable networks.
open-end. We identify each leaf with the taxon corresponding to it. Given a phylogenetic tree G and a network N , we say that N displays G if there is a Proof.
(2) and (3) follow from the definitions. For (1) , let N be a genetically stable network 153 and let p ∈ R(N ). Since N is genetically stable, p has a stable parent p . By Proposi-154 tion 2.2(2), p is a tree vertex, so it must have another child c. By Corollary 2.1, c is a tree 155 vertex, and N is therefore tree-sibling. 156 Based on Proposition 3.2, we summarize the relationships between the classes we study 157 and the other network classes for which the complexity of the TC problem is known in reticulation-visible (see e.g. the networks given in [18, 21] which are available at http: 167 //phylnet.info/recophync/networkDraw.php). 168 In order to evaluate whether the class of nearly stable networks is relevant in practice, 169 especially combined with the class of reticulation-visible networks for which there also exists 170 a polynomial-time algorithm solving the TC problem, we used a set of phylogenetic networks 171 randomly generated using a simulation program [1] and calculated the proportion of those 172 networks belonging to the classes 1 . Figure 5 summarizes the results of our simulation study.
Figure 3: Inclusion relationships between classes of binary phylogenetic networks: an arrow from class
A to class B means that A contains B. Class inclusions involving nearly stable and genetically stable are justified in this article (Proposition 3.2); for the other ones, references are available at http://phylnet. info/isiphync/. The boxes of classes where the TC problem is NP-complete are colored gray, the ones where the TC problem is solvable in polynomial time are colored white.
Figure 4: (A)
A network which is reticulation-visible and tree-sibling, but not genetically stable. (B) A network which is genetically stable but neither nearly stable nor nearly tree-child. (C) A network which is nearly tree-child and nearly stable but not tree-child. (D) A network which is nearly tree-child but not nearly stable. Here, the filled vertices are unstable. [3]. In this section, using the decomposition theorem introduced below, we shall first give 184 a short proof of this tight bound. We also show that nearly stable networks have the same 185 tight size bound as reticulation-visible networks, whereas genetically stable networks with 186 n leaves have the tight size bound 6n − 5. are each rooted at the child of a reticulation ( Figure 6 ). Since components consist of tree 191 vertices of N , they are called tree vertex components of N . We call them big tree vertex 192 components if they contain more than one vertex.
193
A reticulation is said to be inner if its two parents belong to the same tree vertex 194 components. Otherwise, it is said to be cross. 195 We now prove the following decomposition theorem for nearly stable networks, which is 196 similar to Theorem 1 of [13] for reticulation-visible networks.
197
Theorem 4.1. Let N be a nearly stable or reticulation-visible network with tree vertex 198 components C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C r . Then,
199
(1) Each component C j is rooted at a stable tree vertex. Additionally, a vertex is a compo-200 nent root if and only if it is either the network root or the child of a stable reticulation.
201
(2) Each component C j contains either a network leaf or the two parents of an inner 202 reticulation.
203
(3) Each component C j contains at least two tree vertices if C j = { } for any leaf ∈ L(N ).
204
Proof. (1) By definition of a tree vertex component, its root r must be a tree vertex. If r is 205 the root of N , then it is obviously stable. Otherwise, as r is a tree vertex, then its parent 206 p is a reticulation (otherwise r is not a component root). If p is unstable, then r must be 207 stable as N is a nearly stable network, but this contradicts Proposition 2.2(1). Therefore, p is a stable reticulation vertex and r is a stable tree vertex according to the part (2) of 209 Proposition 2.2. Clearly, every child of a stable reticulation is a tree vertex, and thus is a 210 component root as well.
211
(2) For a component C j that does not contain a network leaf, each leaf of C j is a parent 212 of some reticulation below C j . If for any reticulation below C j not all parents are in C j , 213 then, the set of the reticulations satisfies the conditions in Proposition 2.1 and hence the 214 root of C j is not stable, contradicting (1).
215
(3) Suppose for contradiction that C j contains exactly one tree vertex v and v is not Let N be a network. In this subsection, we use r and t to denote the number of reticu-225 lations and non-leaf tree vertices in N .
226
Theorem 4.2. (i.) ([3]) If N is reticulation-visible, then r ≤ 3(n − 1).
227
(ii.) If N is reticulation-visible and tree-sibling, r ≤ 2(n − 1). In particular, the bound 228 holds for genetically stable networks.
229
(iii.) If N is nearly stable, then r ≤ 3(n − 1).
Proof. (i.)
Ignoring the open-edge attached to the root, the network root is of indegree 0 and outdegree 2, the other tree vertices are of indegree 1 and outdegree 2 if they are not 232 leaves, and each reticulation vertex is of indegree 2 and outdegree 1. By the handshaking 233 lemma, 2t + r = t − 1 + 2r + n, which is further simplified into:
Additionally, we let c be the number of tree vertex components of N for the rest of the 235 proof. By Theorem 4.1(1), c = r + 1.
236
Consider a component C. Since N is reticulation-visible, by Theorem 4.1(3), C contains 237 two distinct parents of an inner reticulation if it does not contain a network leaf. Hence,
Replacing t with r + n − 1 in Equation (2), we obtain that r ≤ 3(n − 1). 239 240 (ii.) Assume N is reticulation-visible and tree-sibling. We distinguish three types of tree 241 vertices of N by using T i to denote the set of tree vertices with exactly i children being also 242 tree vertices for i = 0, 1, 2, respectively.
243
Since N is tree-sibling, each reticulation vertex x has a parent v x such that v x is a tree 244 vertex and has x and another tree vertex as its children. Therefore, mapping x to v x is an 245 injective map from R(N ) to T 1 and thus:
Consider a tree vertex component C of N that does not contain any network leaf. By components that contain one or more network leaves,
Combining Inequalities (3) and (4) with Equation (1), we have:
and thus r ≤ 2(n − 1). there are at least 2r u stable tree vertices that have an unstable reticulation child (Fig 7.B) . unstable. This implies that:
as there are at most n components that contain at least a network leaf. Additionally, since N 264 is nearly stable, the parent u of v has to be a stable tree vertex. Since v has two reticulation 265 children, by Corollary 2.1, the stability of u implies that the other child of u has to be 266 either a tree vertex ( Fig. 7 .A) or a child of v ( Fig. 7 .C). Since there are at least c − n tree 267 vertex components that do not contain any network leaf, there are at least c − n stable tree 268 vertices such that their children are either two tree vertices or a tree vertex and one (stable) 269 reticulation vertex.
270
In summary, we have shown that (i) N contains at least 2r u stable tree vertices that have an unstable reticulation child and (ii) there are at least c − n stable tree vertices that have no unstable reticulation child. Hence,
Since each tree vertex component is rooted at either the network root or the child of a stable reticulation vertex, then, c = r s + 1. Replacing c with r s + 1 and r s + r u with r in the last inequality, we have:
This inequality and Eqn. 1 imply that 3(n − 1) ≥ r. This completes the proof. Hence, the second and third bounds in Theorem 4.2 are also tight.
274
Finally, it is not hard to see that in nearly tree-child network, each tree-vertex component 275 contains at least a network leaf and thus we have r = c − 1 ≤ n − 1. Proof. Let x be an unstable tree vertex and y be a child of x in C. Assume y is a tree vertex.
288
If y was stable, then x would also be stable (Proposition 2.2(1)), a contradiction. Therefore
289
both y and x should be unstable, which contradicts the fact that N is nearly stable, so y 290 cannot be a tree vertex.
291
In the example given in Figure 8 , the stable subtree has four leaves 9 , s 1 , s 2 , s 3 . Clearly, 292 every network leaf in C is a leaf of the stable subtree. We let S(C) denote the set of leaves 293 of the stable subtree that are not network leaves, i.e.: Proof. Let x ∈ S(C).
Suppose by contradiction that x has no child in C. Then x has two reticulation children is an unstable tree vertex below y, contradicting that N is nearly stable.
301
Conversely, let y be a leaf of C but not a network leaf. Then, y has two reticulation 302 children. Thus, by Corollary 2.1, y is unstable. Since N is nearly stable, the parent of y (i.e.
303
the vertex x) must be stable. If the sibling of y is either a reticulation or a leaf of C but not 304 a network leaf, its parent is then a lowest stable vertex in C and hence is in S(C). Let N and G be the given network and phylogenetic tree. We assume that N does not 307 contain any parallel edge nor a vertex with indegree and outdegree one. 14 In the rest of this discussion, we use x ∧ G y (resp. x − ∧ G y) to denote that x and y are 350 (resp. not) siblings in G. We also use par G (v) to denote the parent of v in G.
Dissolving the lowest components

351
First, we consider the mini-structure (1) in Figure 10 , which is named the "uncle-nephew and T is also a spanning tree of N − (p, v), implying that N also displays G.
372
Using the above lemma, we can prove the following facts. These facts suggest that we 373 can dissolve the subnetwork below each s ∈ S(C) by using the structural information on G. 
(ii) If N [s] has the mini-structure (2) in Figure 9 , (1) and (2) for the two cases of the mini-structure (1).
(3) for the mini-structure (3). (4)-(6) for the first three cases of the mini-structure (2). The cases 4 and 5 of the mini-structure (2) are symmetric to the cases 2 and 3, respectively.
(i) If N [p] has the mini-structure (1) in Figure 10 , N [p] has the mini-structure (2) in Figure 10 ,
has the mini-structure (3) in Figure 10 ,
Then, N displays G if and only if N displays G.
477
Proof. N is a subnetwork of N , so clearly N displays G if N displays G.
478
Assume that N displays G. There exists a spanning tree T of N such that G is a 479 contraction of T . By Lemma 5.5, we can simplify the subnetwork below the parent of each network leaf in 507 C using the following procedure called Dissolve SubntkNearNtkLeaf, which is illustrated in 508 Fig. 12 . When the procedure is called on a network leaf, it may alter the subnetwork below 509 the parent of another network leaf. Because of this, when a network leaf is examined, the 510 subnetwork below its parent may have one of the degenerated structures listed in Fig. 13 .
511
For this case, Dissolve DegeneratedCases is called.
512
By repeatedly simplifying the subnetwork below the parent of each network leaf through 513 the removal of edges entering reticulations and contraction of edges, we will further transform 514 the component into a single vertex or else we will discover that the input network does not 515 display the tree G. if the subnetwork below the parent of has a mini-structure in Fig. 10 
